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WHY BE AN AUXILIARIST?

When Gil reminded me that it was once again time to write an article for Bridge Chatter,
I was having a tough time coming up with something that I thought would be meaningful to all of our members. I didn’t want to do the normal recap of the past 6 months activities, although we have been quite active and achieved a lot. I’ll save that summary
for the next Bridge Chatter. So what to write that would be meaningful? Then, as so
often happens when I am looking for Public Affairs articles for the newspapers, a good
article fell into my lap completely by chance, and it’s much better than I could have written myself.
I received an email from COMO Thomas Mallison, National Commodore of the Auxiliary
with his message commemorating the Auxiliary’s 75th Anniversary. You should all have
received it, but quite often these mass emails get overlooked. I won’t repeat the entire
message here, but it’s worth reading.
The final paragraph of his message is the best summary I have ever read of why one becomes an Auxiliarist, and reads as follows:
“We do these things willingly, for we know that what we do saves lives. With our service
we know that our fellow citizens are able to more safely enjoy their time on the water
without adverse incidents thanks to our efforts. This is our heritage; this is our purpose.
This is the charge given to us by all those who have so ably served over the last 75
years. We will steadfastly maintain the traditions passed to us by those thousands of
members who wore the khaki and Coast Guard blue over the years. We will rely on those
traditions of our predecessors to give us strength and provide a course line when the
going gets tough. We will continue to be Semper Paratus as the Auxiliary has been for 75
years.”
So, when sometimes it seems that our main missions get blurred, remember, we do this
to save lives. A boating safety class, a vessel safety check, helping out at one of the stations, a flotilla staff office, a weekend patrol or a helo ops exercise, they ALL help save
lives. Why do we do it? It’s what we do, it’s “our heritage; this is our purpose.” SEMPER PARATUS!
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VFC Message

On this, the 75th, Diamond anniversary of the Coast Guard Auxiliary I would like to

express my pride in membership of such an unselfish and patriotic group of people.
Some of us are former Coast Guardsmen or veterans from other branches of service. Some have never served in the military but bring their expertise and experi-

ences from other forms of volunteer services and professional careers. One thing

we all have in common is the love of our great country and the willingness to find a

way to serve and give back to the United States of America and its citizens. People
of all ages and backgrounds, 31,000 strong, coming together, training hard, putting
in long hours, sometimes with little or no recognition all, to aide and assist the
United States Coast Guard, its missions and the boating community.

I am so proud to be a member of this organization and honored to know such amazingly generous, talented and dedicated people.

Whether you have been with the Coast Guard Auxiliary for 40 years or 4 weeks I
just want to say, THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE!
Very Respectfully,

Eileen Harrigan VFC Fl. 85 Brigantine N.J.

CG News Releases

Coast Guard assists man, cat from disabled sailboat off Toms River, NJ
Date: Apr 11, 2014
TOMS RIVER, N.J. — The Coast Guard is assisting a man and his cat Friday after the man’s sailboat lost its mast about five miles east of Normandy Beach.
The man aboard the sailboat Tardus used his cell phone to contact Coast Guard watchstanders at approximately 5:20 p.m. and reported his sailboat lost its mast, was taking on water
and he was in need of assistance. Communication with the boater was lost.
A 47-foot Motor Life Boat crew and a 25-foot Response Boat – Small crew, both from Coast
Guard Station Manasquan Inlet and an MH-65 Dolphin Helicopter crew from Coast Guard Air Station Atlantic City responded to the distress.
Once on scene, Coast Guard boat crews confirmed the sailboat's mast was hanging over the
side of the sailboat but determined the sailboat was not taking on water. Petty Officer 3rd Class
William Torpie, one of the rescue boat crewmembers, went aboard Tardus and is assisting the
man by driving the sailboat to shore.
This man was lucky to have cell phone service and was able to call for help," said Petty Officer
1st Class Thomas Frantz, a crewmember from Coast Guard Station Manasquan Inlet. "We highly
recommend all mariners have a working VHF-FM radio aboard their boat. It is the most reliable,
direct way to reach the Coast Guard during an emergency."
The man was reported to be sailing from Connecticut to Florida.
No injuries were reported.
******************************************************

Zukunft Confirmed as 25th Coast Guard Commandant

Adm. Paul Zukunft is frocked to the rank of admiral at a ceremony in Washington, D.C., May 15,
2014. (U.S. Coast Guard photo)
U.S. Coast Guard | May 16, 2014
The U.S. Senate confirmed Vice Adm. Paul F. Zukunft to the rank of admiral and appointed him to
be the 25th Commandant of the United States Coast Guard, May 14. The confirmation was approved by unanimous consent.
“Since I became Secretary, I have had the opportunity to get to know Vice Admiral Zukunft, and if
confirmed he will be a great leader for the future of the Coast Guard,” wrote Department of Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson in a February all hands email to DHS personnel. “As a 37
year veteran of the U.S. Coast Guard, he has demonstrated this leadership while serving in a
number of different capacities, including coordinating federal response to the Deepwater Horizon
Spill. During the response, Vice Admiral Zukunft directed more than 47,000 responders, 6,500
vessels and 120 aircraft as the Coast Guard worked to respond to and recover from the largest oil
spill in U.S. history.”
Zukunft most recently commanded U.S. Coast Guard Pacific Area and is a graduate of the U.S.
Coast Guard Academy. He holds advanced degrees from the U.S. Naval War College and Webster University. Zukunft will assume the role of commandant, currently held by Adm. Bob Papp, at
a change of command ceremony May 30, 2014.

U.S. Coast Guard | Jun 04, 2014
WASHINGTON – Adm. Paul F. Zukunft assumed command as the 25th commandant of
the Coast Guard Friday, relieving Adm. Bob Papp during a military ceremony at the
Douglas A. Munro Coast Guard Headquarters Building.

“Adm. Papp’s leadership and resolve have left an indelible mark on the service,” said

Zukunft. “The Coast Guard is more proficient, more capable and more resilient due to
his contributions and I wish him fair winds and following seas.”

“To the men and women of the Coast Guard, I'm humbled to stand before you as your
25th Commandant," said Zukunft. "You embody the world's best Coast Guard."

Adm. Zukunft reports to Coast Guard Headquarters from Alameda, Calif., where he

served as the Coast Guard Pacific Area commander since 2012. In this capacity, he was
the operational commander for all Coast Guard missions from the Rocky Mountains
west to the east coast of Africa.

Zukunft will lead the largest component of the Department of Homeland Security, com-

prised of 41,700 active duty, 7,800 reserve and 8,300 civilian personnel as well as more
31,000 volunteer Coast Guard auxiliarists.

During the change of command ceremony, Papp received the Homeland Security Distinguished Service Medal from Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson and the Defense Distinguished Medal from the commandant of the Marine Corps, Gen. James
Amos.

“I thank Secretary Johnson for the personal recognition, but it is the men and women of
the Coast Guard who deserve credit for all that we have accomplished over the past four
years,” said Adm. Papp. “I’m very proud to have led the service, and Linda and I wish
Paul and Fran all the best.”

Adm. Papp became the 24th Commandant of the Coast Guard on May 25, 2010. Under

Papp’s leadership and vision the Coast Guard’s focused on proficiency, expanding family
programs for service members and recapitalizing aging assets. Additionally, Papp

worked to secure funding for completion of the National Security Cutter program of

record, the acquisition of new Fast Response Cutters and initial funding for the Offshore
Patrol Cutter. He also oversaw the restoration of the nation’s only heavy icebreaker. As
commandant, Adm. Papp led the service’s efforts to respond to the Deepwater Horizon

oil spill of national significance and directed the roll out of the Coast Guard Arctic Strategy, the first in government to further the president’s National Strategy for the Arctic.

TCT 4 Team Co-ordination Training

Team Coordinations Training is a workshop to teach groups of people or crews to work together to achieve a safe outcome of a project or mission. In a scenario which a crew is going
out on a patrol a coxswain/crew confer together to decide a GAR score. GAR stands for red,
yellow, green.. The group or crew discusss the TCT elements,
Safety of the crew, The mission, Complexity of mission, Crew fitness or selection, Environmental
factors, Communications. Each issue is given a score of 1 to 10.

TCT training is an asset in all areas of our working environment both private and Auxiliary.
All the auxiliarists who attended this class appreciated the efforts of Cris Gleason who was the
TCT facilator and did an outstanding job with his presention.

TCT Facilitator Cris Gleason

Dan , Calvin and Michael McKenzie

Alan, Gil, and Mike Fritz

US Coast Guard Auxiliary volunteers work to fill fishing boat safety check gap

WASHINGTON —The U.S. Coast Guard’s commercial fishing vessel examination program has
helped save lives since 1991, but a new federal requirement means civilian volunteers of the
Coast Guard Auxiliary will soon have a bigger role in checking boats and equipment headed out to
sea.
Ken Lawrenson coordinates the work of civilian, active duty Coast Guard and Coast Guard Auxiliary vessel examiners throughout Alaska. He said harvesting crab, cod and halibut from the rich
fishing grounds of the North Pacific and Bering Sea is “one of the most dangerous jobs a person
can have.”

Alaska has fewer than 30 qualified examiners to check about 3,800 vessels that will fall under the
new requirement, and other regions face similar potential work overloads.
“I wish I had four times as many,” Lawrenson said. “We’re looking to the Auxiliary to augment the
workforce.”

Vessel safety examinations have been voluntary so far, but a provision in the federal Coast Guard
Authorization Act of 2010 makes them mandatory for all fishing vessels operating in U.S. waters.
The provision is expected to go into effect in late 2012.
“We’re looking at an increase in workload without the proportionate increase in resources,”
Lawrenson said.

American citizens over 17 years old with experience or interest in the fishing industry can join the
Coast Guard Auxiliary and help this effective program improve safety in America’s commercial
fishing fleet.

Nationwide, the Auxiliary currently has 216 volunteers qualified to perform commercial fishing vessel exams, but many more are needed.

Al Morris, an Auxiliary member and former commercial fisherman in Kodiak, Alaska, recently underwent a week of intense vessel exam training in Yorktown, Va., working alongside active duty
trainees. He has seen firsthand the improved safety record of fishing boats that participate in the
vessel examination program.
“I felt that I could help fishermen follow the rules,” Morris said.

*Jack Kelly, Fl 85 is a qualified Commercial Fishing Vessel Examiner

Coast Guard Blames Captain, Owner for Bounty Loss
The critical factor in the sinking of the tall ship Bounty was
failure by the ship's management and captain to evaluate
the risks of setting sail toward a hurricane in an aging vessel
with an inexperienced crew, according to a report released
on Thursday by the U.S. Coast Guard.
The Bounty sank on Oct. 29, 2012, about 120 miles off
Cape Hatteras, N.C., during Hurricane Sandy. It had set sail from New London,
Conn., and was bound for Florida. The Coast Guard rescued 14 crew members.
Deckhand Claudene Christian died, and the captain, Robin Walbridge, was never found.
The report found "substantial evidence" that Walbridge and the company that
owned the Bounty committed acts of negligence that contributed to the sinking and
the deaths of Christian and Walbridge.
The report, however, does not recommend any enforcement action.
"I believe if Captain Walbridge were alive, he'd be in trouble, but he died.
The company didn't break a law.
The report -- the product of a two-week hearing held in Portsmouth last year -also identified issues with the ship's official classification, although these were found
to likely not have contributed to the sinking.
The Bounty was treated essentially as a dockside attraction for regulatory purposes,
but that didn't reflect the range of the ship's uses, such as long-distance
sailing between ports. As a result, the ship wasn't subject to stringent Coast
Guard inspections. Since the Bounty sank, tall ships have been scrutinized more
closely by inspectors, Moseley said.
One of the report's many conclusions was that the main cause of the death
of Christian, 42, and Walbridge, 63, was waiting too long to abandon ship
after it lost power. Rising water flooded out the engines and the emergency
pump didn't work.
The ship rolled just before dawn while the crew was getting life rafts ready, tossing
the sailors into the sea, where they struggled to free themselves from rigging and
dodged heaving masts that slammed the water.
The report criticized Walbridge for sailing toward the storm and speculated that overconfidence was to blame.
His actions conflicted with all known maritime methodologies for storm avoidance. It
can only be concluded that he was not trying to avoid it at all. He purposely placed his crew
and his vessel into extremely dangerous conditions. This constitutes negligence.
"It seemed he had supreme confidence in himself and the Bounty. It can only be surmised that
this confidence kept him from recognizing the very real dangers in his decisions imposed on
the ship and the crew."The report commended Coast Guard personnel involved in the
dramatic search-and-rescue effort.
"Their actions went above and beyond the call of duty," it said.

Empire State Building Lights Up to Celebrate CG Auxiliary’s 75th Anniversary
On June 23, 2014, the Empire State Building will celebrate the Coast Guard Auxiliary’s 75 years of
volunteer service to the United States Coast Guard and the boating public. The Auxiliary colors
will bathe the building with light. Admiral Robert Papp, past Commandant of the Coast Guard,
praised the 31,000-member force as “…the world’s premier maritime volunteers.” The Auxiliary’s
theme for the 75th anniversary is “Honoring the Past Preparing for the Future.”
In 1939 Congress created this unique volunteer organization. The Auxiliary has four broadly defined purposes: promoting safety of life at sea and on inland waterways, improving efficiency in
operation of recreational vessels, educating boaters on laws, navigation and operation of boats,
and helping the Coast Guard Active duty with some missions and operations.
The role of the Auxiliary expanded during WW II and members began wearing uniforms. During
these early years Auxiliarist developed professional working relationships with the Coast Guard.
Continuing that tradition of service, 75 years later the Auxiliary is an integral part of Team Coast
Guard. Auxiliarists make a difference by volunteering their time, talents, and use their boats and
equipment. They are proud to serve their communities and the nation.

Each year, across the nation, Auxiliarists teach boating safety classes for the public and provide
free vessel safety exams to promote recreational boating safety. Members engage in safety patrols and Search and Rescue operations in support of the Coast Guard. Auxiliarists stand radio
watches at many Coast Guard stations and provide food service by cooking at stations and on
Coast Guard vessels. They act as Force Multipliers for the Coast Guard.

The lighting of the Empire State Building with the Coast Guard Auxiliary colors on June 23, 2014
celebrates this proud 75-year history of the US Coast Guard Auxiliary. They are “Honoring the
Past Preparing for the Future” and are, like the rest of the Coast Guard team, “Semper Paratus “–
“Always Ready.”

The U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary is the civilian, uniformed volunteer component of the U.S. Coast
Guard. The Auxiliary has approximately 31,000 members who volunteer over 4,500,000 hours a
year to support Recreational Boating Safety, 200,000 in operational patrols, Search and Rescue
other Coast Guard missions. (Source: Performance Trends Reports – National Summary Spring
2014.)
Public Affairs Directorate
U S Coast Guard Auxiliary

The Commandant of the Coast Guard takes pleasure in presenting the COAST
GUARD UNIT COMMENDATION to:
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD AUXILIARY
for service as set forth in the following
CITATION:

"For exceptionally meritorious service from June 24, 2009 to June 23,
2014, while providing unprecedented levels of dedicated public service and
operational support to the U. S. Coast Guard's missions. Demonstrating
remarkable professionalism and boating safety expertise, the Auxiliary
performed over 1.1 million vessel safety checks and marine dealer visits,
delivered over 540 thousand hours of boating safety course instruction and
conducted over 809 thousand hours of public outreach. Displaying superior
underway and airborne operational proficiency, Auxiliarists logged over 19.8
million hours of support and patrol missions, saved over one thousand lives,
assisted over 20 thousand boaters in distress and prevented the loss of more
than 185 million dollars in property. The Auxiliary always answered the
call, remaining in lockstep with the Coast Guard's response to every major
incident. In 2010, unique Auxiliary talents were brought to bear in the
international response to the Haitian earthquake, blazing new trails in the
application of social media to locate and save dozens of trapped victims.
Also during that year, well-qualified Auxiliarists filled essential incident
command post watch positions and augmented active duty units to support the
Deepwater Horizon response. Similarly in 2012, Auxiliary commitment
following Super Storm SANDY and Hurricane IRENE was instrumental to
effective Coast Guard response and recovery operations. The Auxiliary
consistently found innovative ways to support the Coast Guard, including
establishment of the Auxiliary Food Services program which trained
Auxiliarists to augment Coast Guard galleys, afloat and ashore. Auxiliarists
involved with Public Affairs, Interpreter Corps, America's Waterway Watch,
and many other programs further contributed to Coast Guard success by
volunteering their professional talents, mastery of trade, and disciplined
initiative wherever and whenever needed. The Auxiliary's unwavering efforts
directly contributed to unprecedented national boating safety achievements,
highlighted in 2013 with the fewest boating fatalities in 50 years. Despite
incredible challenges amid keen competition for America's volunteers, the
Auxiliary grew its membership, provided over 22 million hours of
inspirational support to the Coast Guard, and kept our Nation's coasts,
lakes, and waterways safe and secure. The professionalism, pride, and
devotion to duty displayed by the United States Coast Guard Auxiliary are in
keeping with the highest traditions of the United States Coast Guard."
P. F. ZUKUNFT
Admiral, U.S. Coast Guard

COMMUNICATIONS – A LIFE LINE IN EMERGENCIES

Needless to say, in a disaster or emergency, communications is a must.
In most cases, emergency radio nets are the only means of communications, and the only way to
answer the questions of the 5 “W’s”.
What Happened?
Where did it happen?
Who did it happen to?
When did it happen?
Why or how did it happen?
Our monthly drill is the ONLY way we have to know if our emergency radio net will be effective
and whether or not our radios and antennae will even work.
Our monthly drill is 15 minutes long and we get together 12 times a year. Let me see, 50 years as
an engineer enables me to calculate that this equals (15 minutes X 12 months = 180 minutes) or 3
hours per year. YES, just 3 hours per year!! Coxswain and crew must put in at least 12 hours per
year. VE’s need 10 examinations. If they are fast and do one in 30 minutes, that still adds up to 5
hours. YES, just 3 hours per year per Radio Facility!
About 66% of the Radio Facilities on the Div. 8 list (there are 33 on the list, 9 to 10 usually checkin) have NEVER been heard by our net control stations. It is time to do something about this.
First, it is up to all the FSO-CM’s to get their flotilla members with radio facilities to check-in to the
monthly nets regularly. This is a part of your job requirement as FSO-CM. Please apply a little
gentle pressure to those that don’t check-in.
Secondly, I would like to recommend to the FSO-CM’s that they do not renew the facility licenses
of stations, which come up for renewal every 3 years, that do not check-in to the monthly net at
least 50% of the time, i.e., 6 times a year – one and one half (1 _ ) hours a year. YES, just 1 _
hours a YEAR!!! I do not think that this is too much to ask of anyone in the auxiliary. If you are not
going to participate in the monthly emergency training nets and are not prepared to use your
equipment, why do you need a Radio Facility license?
Thankfully, most of the other stations check in almost all the time. I would also like to suggest that
all stations operate on emergency power at least every other time they check in. This will assure
that your batteries are charged and are ready for an emergency when all the power goes out.
Again, to all those that check-in regularly, thank you and keep up the good work.
Stanley S. Friedman
SO-CM-8, FSO-CM-85

A heart warming story subbmitted by Tom Nyman
Will you give this to my Daddy?

A while back I was in Atlanta , Georgia attending a conference. While I was in the
airport, returning home, I heard several people behind me beginning to clap and cheer. I
immediately turned around and witnessed one of the greatest acts of patriotism I have
ever seen. Moving thru the terminal was a group of soldiers in their camos. As they
began heading to their gate, everyone (well almost everyone) was abruptly to their feet
with their hands waving and cheering.
When I saw the soldiers, probably 30-40 of them, being applauded and cheered
for, it hit me. I'm not alone. I'm not the only red-blooded American who still loves this
country and supports our troops and their families.
Of course I immediately stopped and began clapping for these young unsung heroes
who are putting their lives on the lin e everyday for us so we can go to school, work and
home without fear or reprisal. Just when I thought I could not be more proud of m
country or of our service men and women, a young girl, not more than 6 or 7 years old,
ran up to one of the male soldiers. He kneeled down and said "hi."
The little girl then asked him if he would give something to her daddy for her.
The young soldier, who didn't look any older than maybe 22 himself, said he
would try and what did she want to give to her daddy. Then suddenly the little girl
grabbed the neck of this soldier, gave him the biggest hug she could muster and then
kissed him on the cheek.
The mother of the little girl, who said her daughter's name was Courtney, told the young
soldier that her husband was a Marine and had been in Iraq for 11 months now. As the
mom was explaining how much her daughter Courtney missed her father, the young soldier began to tear up. When this temporarily single mom was done explaining her situation, all of the soldiers huddled together for a brief second. Then one of the other
servicemen pulled out a military-looking walkie-talkie. They started playing with the device and talking back and forth on it. After about 10-15 seconds of this, the young soldier walked back over to Courtney, bent down and said this to her, "I spoke to your
daddy and he told me to give this to you." He then hugged this little girl
that he had just met and gave her a kiss on the cheek. He finished by saying "your
daddy told me to tell you that he loves you more than anything and he is coming home
very soon." The mom at this point was crying almost uncontrollably and as the young
soldier stood to his feet, he saluted Courtney and her mom. I was standing no more
than 6 feet away from this entire event. As the soldiers began to leave, heading towards
their gate, people resumed their applause. As I stood there applauding and looked
around, there were very few dry eyes, including my own. That young soldier in one last
act of selflessness, turned around and blew a kiss to Courtney with a tear rolling down
his cheek.
We need to remember everyday all of our soldiers and their families and thank God
for them and their sacrifices. At the end of the day, it's good to be an American.
God Bless America

For New Coast Guard Cadets, First Day is No Picnic

NEW LONDON -- At first glance, the screaming and yelling happening at the U.S. Coast Guard
Academy Monday seems rough, bordering on cruel. But the reality is that military life isn't easy. It's
not meant to be comfortable. The men and women who will serve their country through the Coast
Guard will go through rigorous training that many civilians cannot begin to comprehend.

And on the first day for the Class of 2018, also known as reporting-in day, the new students, called
"swabs," got their first glimpse of what the next seven weeks would be like. By 3 p.m., they were
marching in groups across the front parade field of the academy in cadence with the U.S. Coast
Guard Band before a crowd of family and friends.
"Welcome to the Coast Guard Academy and the Coast Guard Family. "The Coast Guard Academy's
motto, 'The sea yields to knowledge,' is one of challenge and inspiration. Over the next four years, the
Class of 2018 will develop the knowledge and skills needed to achieve proficiency and excellence as
they prepare for public service in a challenging maritime domain."
Those who survive the summer of training will receive their shoulder boards, marking their
formal acceptance into the corps of cadets. Cadets also will be mentored by Coast Guard
Academy graduates from the Class of 1968, continuing a tradition known as "the link in the
chain," in which past graduates track new cadets and build relationships with them, sharing
advice and a historical perspective. But when they arrived Monday morning, the aspiring
cadets were on their own.
"Look straight ahead," shouted Second-Class Cadet Aimee Valencia, who is training swabs in
Delta Company. "From now on, there are no more personal pronouns. No more I, me or we."

Prior to Valencia's instructions, the company exited a yellow school bus, followed a blue tape on
the floor and ran into the quad at Chase Hall as Cadre members, who will train the cadets, yelled,
"Move with purpose," "Don't run," "Don't look at me."
Thirty-three percent of the Class of 2018 are from under represented minority groups and 37
percent are women. The swabs cycled through haircuts, uniform issue, drill practice and various
types of administrative processing.

The Chase Hall barracks rang with the voices of upper-class cadets yelling instructions at the
swabs, who had to stay in the center of the hall and square -- sharply pivot -- around each corner,
all while looking straight ahead and greeting people correctly.
The swabs turned over their electronic devices, which were tossed into plastic bags. They will
not have access to the outside world. From 5:30 a.m. to 10 p.m., their lives will be consumed with
learning everything about the academy. "This is not about weeding people out," Ferraro said.
"This is about teaching them about military life. It's different from the civilian world."

Photos are of Jack Kelly’s exhibit at the Marine Mammal Stranding Center 5K Walk and Run
held May 3 in Brigantine. The trailer was parked next to the beach at the Laguna Grill and the
table was set up in their parking lot.

USCG Aviation C School

Cris Gleason

One of the benefits of the Coast Guard Auxiliary is the professional training provided at no cost to
our members. Recently the Coast Guard sent me to Oklahoma City Ok. at their expense
for three days of aviation related training. As an aircrew member of 5th N, I am required
to have training on oxygen deprivation and other aviation related issues such as upset
training and aviation based team coordination training. Above you can see me in the
simulator whereby one experiences the loss of inner ear fluid. The result is that you learn
to trust the instruments and not your body to determine if you are straight and level or
not. Another experience was in the hyperbolic chamber whereby you are taken to
"altitude" and then deprived of oxygen. The effect is to find out your response to this
lack of oxygen which can range from euphoria to an in ability to process simple
tasks. People react differently and this training is required for all aircrew within the first
year of attaining their qualifications. This was the first class held at the Federal Aviation
Center in Oklahoma City. Previously it had been held at Naval Air Station Pensacola.
However the facilities are better and the availability is greater. I'd encourage everyone to
check out and attend a C school in your area of interest.
Photo discription:
Simulator, Herbolic chamber taken to altitude
which is the picture of me with the mask. Then
no mask "Oxygen Deprivation" leads to inability
to do simple task requested by instructor.

